
New Kids On The Block - Aug 4, 2024

 New Kids on the Block aim to recreate 'Magic' on their summer 2024 throwback tour with a stop
at Jones Beach on Sun, Aug 4 - tix: http://NKOB.jonesbeach.com

Calling all Gen X-ers and Gen Y-ers: If you've been looking for your next night out, you got it.
(...get it?)
New Kids on the Block are going super-nostalgic with their Magic Summer 2024 Tour... The
quintet of Donnie Wahlberg, Joey McIntyre, Jonathan Knight, Jordan Night and Danny Wood
plan to reimagine their 1990 tour of the same name for a three-month tour that will kick off June
14 in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, and play more than 40 cities before wrapping Aug. 25 in
Noblesville, Indiana.. 

Fellow '80s favorites Paula Abdul and DJ Jazzy Jeff will join the "Hangin' Tough" hitmakers
throughout the run.

This Magic Summer 2024 run nods to their second-ever tour that played 220 shows from
1990-1992 in support of 1990's "Step By Step" album. The original shows featured magic and
illusions, but this time, Wahlberg is tagging music as "the true 'magic' of this tour … The
moments and the memories that we get to create – and recreate – with our amazing fans each
night," he said in a statement.. "The true 'magic' of this tour is in the music, the moments and
the memories that we get to create -- and recreate -- with our amazing fans each night," Donnie
Wahlberg said in a statement. "Feeling all the nostalgic feels of the original Magic Summer, with
the bond that we've shared throughout the years, will make for a most magical time indeed."
They are an Iconic 1980s and '90s band and "The Magic Summer 2024 Tour," is inspired by the
1990 tour of the same name, which also featured magician Harry Blackstone Jr.
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The 2024 summer tour will primarily play outdoor venues & amphitheaters (sheds), which is a
first for the quintet in 15 years.
Also on Nov. 3, NKOTB will release a 15th anniversary version of their 2008 comeback album,
"The Block," called "The Block Revisited."  
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